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ABSTRACT 
Several methods of statistical simulation of 
a fUllavailable loss system are investigated. 
Based on the semi-Markov birth and death pro
cesses some recurrent formulas are derived for 
computing first transition time moments which 
enable to express variances of different de
finitions of congestion probability and hence 
the accuracy of different methods of statist
ical simulation. 
In particular the Ollson method accuracy is 
analysed, the essence of which consists in si
mulating the Poisson flow of observation mo
ments. Computer assisted calculations have 
shown that simulating a Markov process with 
nonrandom waiting times in di!ferent states of 
the process makes statistical ·results more 
accurate. Besides the relations between 
accuracies of different estimates of con
gestion probabilities (by time, call and load) 
are shown as dependent on a call flow inten
sity. The proposed method of accuracy investi
gation is applicable for computer analysis of 
any communication systems. 
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I. Transition to simulating nonrandom waiting 
times in states of Markov process 

The action of any communication system is 
usually described by a Markov process with 
some continuous time and discrete set of sta
tes xCt») o~t< 00) xCi:) E5. 

As is known from the theory of Markov proces
ses almost every realization of the process 
xCt) is a step function. If at a certain 

time t the process x.Ct} is in state x. then 
the waiting time tx in this state is a random 
variable,exponentially distributed with para-
meter -q,xx., thatis + 

"P { t:x. <; 1: } = e 'l-J<.x- , ( 1 ) 
and at the time t + t:x. the process moves to 
state y with -probability 

~ , x~~. (2) 
-9,~'" 

Because L Q 

- 9,J<.J<. = ~ES,'J.X "ox'i!' 1 
the probabilities (2) define a Markov chain, 
constructed on the set of transition times bet
ween states of" the process x. {t) • 

Investigating complex communication systems we 
usually suppose that call flows form a Poisson 
process and durations of service has exponen
tial distribution. These,assumptions natural
ly, give rise to the Markov process :x:.(t) .How
ever, a similar Markov process may be construt
ed in any case since the empirical distribu
tion function of positive random variables 
such as the intervals between calls and the 
service durations are approximable with any 
accuracy by linear combinations of convolu
tions of exponential distributions (a special 
case of ~hese distributions is the Erlang dis
tribution) • 

With such an approach the random intervals and 
durations consist of a random or a fixed num
ber of stages, each having exponential dis
tribution. 

The procedure of mode ling the process X (t) is 
accomplished by two random mechanisms: 

1. The random waiting times according to (1), 
2. The transition probabilities,accord-

ing to (2). 
To simplify the simulation algorithm or the 
construction of artificial traffic machine, 
widely used previously, the Markov process x. (t) 
.is replaced by a Markov chain which allows to 
avoid the simulation of distributions (1). 

First experiences in simulating the .B.Ystem on 
a computer were restricted to reproducting 
the action of artificial traffic machines 
(Neovius (1), Wallstrom [2] ) or presenting 
some modifications of them (Shneps (3 J ). 
Unfortunately this approach offers probability 
estimates only by calls. But the use of all 
moments of changes in a Markov chain,construct
ed according to (2),requires additional com
putations to be able to transit to state pro-



ba~ilities in the initial Markov process 
x(t) (Ollson [4] ). To avoid this situation, 
Ollson t 4] designed a Markov chain :in which 
apart from the transition according to formu~ 
(2) he included an additional Poisson flow of 
observation moments. 

Below this approach is shown as not desirable 
one because it requires large computing time. 
We propose a more simple method taking into 
account some features of interesting stati
stics pertinent to Markov process x (t) (5) • 
Usually we are interested in the linear functi
onals determined on the trajectories of pro-
cess x. (t) T 

.rc(T) = ~ ~o f [x{i)J c:it . (.5) 

The following are some exam~les of linear 
functionals included in (3). If we need to 
estimate the probability of some state x. , 
then ~ (x. )=1, ~ (~)_ 0 for y? x. . 

If we desire to estimate the mean number of 
the engaged lines (devices), then {(x)= I xl , 
where Ix\ =a number of engaged lines in 
state x.. 

Taking the special features of (3) into ac
count we can considerably simplify the model
ing procedure, namely the exponentially dis
tributed random waiting times (1) can be 
replaced by their mean values_-L. .This shortens 
simulation program and increa~ the accuracy 
of the estimate of (3) which is shown below. 
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Fig.1 shows a Markov process trajectories: 
a) with random waiting times, b) with non
random waiting times in different states. 

The metho,d proposed can be extended also to 
semi-Markov processes, that is to processes 
for which the waiting times in a given state 
are defined by a complete family of nondege
nera~ed distribution functi?n~ F (t), ~ E S. 
Know~ng that the next trans~t~onXYfrom ~ is ~ 
(the probability of which is 9,x~k'\.xx)) the 
wai ting time in state 'X ( call it S x~) is 
determined by the function F "'"'t (t). rf { 
is a linear functional, then in case of replac,
ing the random waiting time sx~byits expected 

'value 1:' t c:{ r x.~ et) ,the expected value of 
(3) remains unchanged, but the variance de

,creases. 

2. Formulation of accuracy problem in 
congestion probability estimates 

In case of a full-available loss system we 
shall prove that the proposed transition to 
nonrandom waiting times increases the accuracy 
of congestion probability estimates. Now con-
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s~Q~r these estimates by time, call and load. 
Let a system to have 11--lines and to serve a 
Poisson flow of calls ~ith the inten~ity Jl , 
the service duration follows expanential dis
tribution witih a parameter = 1. 

The trajectories of Markov process J(:(-t) des
cribing the behaviou;t'." of this system,have 
states 0,1, •••. , v (a ' number of engaged lines). 

The estimate of ~ime congestion probability . 
~ () ClV-(T) 
)"-t: T •. = ---=r (4) 

where Clv-(T) - total duration of state "'" 
over observation interval (O/T] . 

rrh'e estimate of call congestion probability 
\ A (T) 

Ac(Tj= A(T)-+~(T)' (5) 
that is equal to the ratio of a number of lost 
calls A (T) over the interval (O/T] to a 
total number of calls A(T) + B( T ), where B(T)
a number of serviced calls over the interval 
(0, Tl . . 

The estimate of load congestion probability 
A (T) 

Jre,(T) = , ~ , 
L Let,(T) + A(,) (6) 

, l,'O I. 

where a.\.(T) - total random time of state i • 
over interval (O)T) (The lost load equals a 
number of lost calls ACT) multiplied by 
average service duration = 1). ' 

Any of the above estimates has its own dis
tribution function. The choice of most ac
curate estimate if T is given is of great 
practical importance for traffic observation, 
and selecting program of statistical simulatio~ 

A series of papers [6 - 9 J are 'devoted to in
vestigations of the accuracy of estimates 

J"1;(T) and 1Cc. (T) • 

In the well-known paper · by Kosten et al [ 6 ] 
the quantity fi:'c. is considered as a uni
dimensional random quantity (they studied 
the distribution of a number of lost calls 
A (T) ). 'fhe authors show that coefficient 
of variation of A (T) is more than that of 

~v(T) • This led to a wrong view point that 
estimate 1C-t (T) is more accurate than esti
mate :JLc(T) lRiordan [10]). 

This discrepancy was eliminated by Descloux 
[ 8] and Shneps-Shneppe and Ikaunieks [9] 

independently. They have shown that in the • 
range ,of low congestion the time estimate 
X~(T) is more accurate than the call esti

mate JCc.C'T) and for high losses it is quite 
opposite. 

Below we ' shall prove it by a more , simple tech
nique using formulas of birth and death pro- , 
cesses. We shall compare six estimates of con
gestion probability or in other words six 
methods of simulation. We shall study 3'C t ) 1l:'c. 
and JLe in accordance, with (4)-(6), two esti
mates 3i:i.d. n .h:ed- obtained from (4) and (6) 
by changing the random waiting times for deter
mined ones (index c{. means determined) ,and the .. 
estimate J\:)' got by Ollson method. Let us il
lustrate that 011son method is less accurate 
than ours, based on substitution of random 
waiting times in individual states of a si
mulated Markov process by their mean values. 
Comparing the accuracy of estimates we shall 
compute only the main term in the expansion of 
variance of the ratio of two dependent random 
quantities ~ and ~ • For this purpose we 
employed a formula from the theory of errors. 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

+ terms of a higher order, 
where M - sign of mathematical expectation, 

o - sign of variance. 

Note that formula (7) is obtained by expansion 

o (x):r J(~) + d!(x)1 (x-et.) + 0 (X-CL) . 
tt dx. 'X.=Q. 

To derive (7) substitute ()(/ ~ for -t and take 
into account that the expression M ({(X) _ ~(Q.)2. 
is the analogue of the variance D~(x) • The 
approximate expression of variance (7) pro
vided good practical results if the distri
bution of random value had a clearly defined 
maximum at the point of its mean value. For 
estimates (4) - (6) this condition is real 
because they are nonshifted asymptotically 
and their variance tends to zero being in
versely proportional to the length of observ
ation interval. 

Another feature of our approach is that each 
trajectory of a Markov process, describing the 
action of a full-available system,is treated 
as a process of recovery. To be more exact we 
consider only trajectories beginning from the 
state 1} "all lines are engaged" (that is at 
t = 0 there was a transition from the state 
~-1 into the state 11") and completed at the· 
moment when this transition took place (m+1) 
times. Thus every trajectory in realizing a 
Markov process consists of ~ periods of a 
random length and then estimates (4) - '(6) 
take the following form 

rr-( ) _ 0(1 + . .. 4- ex.. h\.. 
J~ m. - , 

oc~+. , . -+ ex f'\'\. -+ ~ ~ -+ •. . -+ ~ h1.. 

(8) 

where 0( l. and r.>i.. - are mutllally independent 
random quantities, Oll.-are eqllally distributed 
with the mean value MOl, and variance Doe, 
respectively, r;" - are also equally distributed 
wi th parameters M ~ and D ~ . From the proper
ties of random quantities O(~ and ~~ it 
follows that: 

M (c:C.+ ... + oc ",-) = m Mcx, o (o(1+"·+ lX l'>\.)- mt>o<, 
M(oc- Mar.) = 0, 

(the same for ~i,), M(cx~):: MoI.M~) 

M[(Lo(,--Vl'\.Mcx)(~cxl.+ L~\.-MMo\'- m.M~)1". 

:: m DO'. (9) 

Evaluation of a variance of any estimate Jt(~) 
will be presented as 

DJt(M) = ci(v) ~ + 0 (~), (IO) 
where d(v) - the main term in the expansion 

D :n:(~) and: due to (7) 

(),,(. .1 MOl. t>o( + (MOI..)l.(Dar.+ t>~) 
d.(1t)= (M()(+M~)l.- (Mo(,+M~)~ (MOI..+M~)4 

(rI) 

Below a probable sense of random quantities ~ 
and ~ will be defined for each case. 

Index i shall be omitted because cc" and (?»" are 
mutllally independent and equally distributed 
random quantities. For computing the moments 
of these quantities we need to consider semi
Markov birth and death processes to which we 
pass just now. 

.3. Study of the trajectories ~.semi-Markov 
birth and death processes. 

. A birth and death process is given by a 
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system of numbers 

{Al.) ~\.) L:O}1, 2, , .. } , where .Ai. - is 

interpreted as a birth intensity, ti. - a 
death intensity, t - number od state. 
Trajectories for this process have the foll~ 
ing probabilistic meaning: waiting time in.j 
certain state L - is a random variable Si, 
exponentially distributed with parameter 

Al,+t-l, , that is 
nl .L\._ -(..).\.+rd t 
~~Sl.<~J - e . At a moment of 

leaving -the state L the (upward) transition 
to state · i+1 is carried out with probability 
.).~J~. a,nd to st~te (-1 (downward) with 

probability .A.r:~. ' To determine the semi-
Markov birth and ~eath process :x(t) we 
should introduce a system of distribution 
fllnctions {c~t.1'(t)J 'f,i. ... H), i.. .. OJ 1" ... } in addition 
to the set of numbers {~i,r~} • In case of 
transition from i to i + 1 a random waiting 
time in the state i is determined by the func
tion 'l,l,-t-( -{:} ,and when moving from i to 
i - 1 - by the function CV l,"'( t) 

Symbols used in this paper 

Name of random 
variables 

Waiting time in the 
state i with con-
seqllent move to the 
state i + 1 
Wai tiD.& time in the 
state L with con-
sequent transition 
to the state i - 1 
Time of first tran
sition from the 
state i to the 
state j 

Symbol Distri- Laplace
bution Stiel~ 
func- Trans-
tion formatkn 

S ,,'" ~L"'("O Qi.1'(-1) 

5i~ 't~ -l-(i) Q 1.~(1) 

The Laplace-8tieltjes transformation Q(s) of 
the random variable S ,defined by the dis
tribution function 

j){ S4.t) = 'l(t) (12) 

has a form 

(13) 

A random time of first transition from state 
i to state j is a sum of mutually independent 
random times of firs t transition from i to 
i + 1, from i + 1 to i + 2 and so on, up to 
first transition from j-1 to j, that is 

Sij '" S~JL+~ + .. . + ~ct-" I~ • (14) 
To derive Qij(s) we use a convolution 
formula for transformation (1.3) of which it 
follows t hat the transformation of a sum of 
two mutually independent random quantities 
has a form of a product of tansformations of 
separate components. Therefore, 

QLJ(1): Q(,~+4(~) Ql+1,~+l.(~) '" Qd-1'A(1) (15) 

Now derive an integral equation for qL,~~1(t). 
From the properties of trajectories· of the 
processes x(t) it follows, that 
1) waiting time in the state i is de~ned by 
function 9,i.1'<-t) with probability ~i.' 
and then the system moves to state i+1,which 
means that first transition from i to i+1 has 
completed; 
2) waiting time in the state i is a random 
time determined by the function 9,l4-H) with 



~ propability ~~+tt , ' after which the system 

moves to state i-1 and in order to move befare 
moment t in state i+1 during ,time left,t~e . 
system must move from i-1 in L and from \, to 
i+1, that is the condition 11.~""S':-1 \,+~" i.+1<t-
should be satisfied. " 

1'herefore 
P{~~,\.~ <t 1:: A~~~})~ ~i.,.d: } ... ..\f~r' l>~~~t-+1i-4,'YJ',"~(~J) 

after using formulas (13) and (15) and simple 
algebraic operations we obtain 

.A~ ... r~ -t~ G i.~(I)) Q i.-4,,~ (I)) 
(17) 

This is a recurrent expression which permits 
to find consequentlY the integral transformati
on for every variable SL,(+-1 ,giving only the 
initial functions. 

In particular, if t o -= 0 
Q 01 (~) ::: Go .... (~) , (18) 

and we can to pass to defin1llg Q,.:;>(s) and so 
on. For a birth and death proces~-we have 

Q01 (1) '" .A o I( ..\0+-1) • (19) 
On the basis of (13) and (15) one can find 
moments of ~~ • Mathematical expectation 

M~tA: rtel~~H)= -:~ Q~(")\1=O= -Q.~(O) (20) 
and taking into account (15) 

j~. .l--1 1 ) 

Ms~ t 'ti, M~k,k+. = - ;:'l. Q k,k-+'\ (
0 (21) 

and the variance, in its turn, 

()~"A:: M~\A _(M~~)2.:= Q~(O) _[Q~(O)}2 (22) 

Because the quantities li.,i.4i'·'.Jlj·~jare nutually 
independent, then 

j-1 j_A [/1 (' ~ )\'1J 
D~ ~ c ~i. DSk,k'''' 1I:.;:i, Q lc,k+1 (0) - Q k,k+1 O'J (23) 

Now we shall present the recurrent formulas 
permitting to determine the quantities ~k k""(O) 

f I 

and Qk,k~(C?)' included in (21) and (22). 

From (17) we get 

Q' ' of. (0)= · Al,Qi,,,,(O) . 
L/" ( J\"-+("':'- ("i.Q~~(O)Q(-1,t.(O) (24) 

Take the derivative of (17) and put 8=0 (with 
argument symbol omitte~ 

I 

Q l.,l. ... -1.: + 
~~ -+ t~ - r~ G.l.+ Q"-4 \. 

+ .Ai. t~ Gi.-t (Q:"Qi-4,i. + Qi.~Q(-.,d 
("'l+ ti. - ("4. Qi", Q.:-.,,, Jl. 

(25) 

From (25) it is ea~ to obtain the second de
rivative • . . G "i/~"'1 (0). 

Formul.as for the M 1 L.A and ~1.;t have a form of 
Simple recurrent expression an~ computer pro
grams for their calculation were elaborated. 

4.Time congestion probability 
In this case in definition of congestion 
probability (8) we consider Ol as a random 
waiting time in state "'" ,and f.> - a ran-
dom time of rirst transition from ~ -1 to "'" • 

To calculate the variance of this estimate 
fram formuias (IO) and CII) it is necessary to 
find Mo(, D~,M"D(!,. Because ()( obeys 
the distribution function e-~~ 

Mo<. = ~ J Do( ~ ~2. ' (26) 

The quantity ~ coincides with the random 
time of first transition 5-,_1_"" in a 
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semi-Markov birth and death process having the 
following parameters: 

Al.=">") i.=O""J v - t1 ; ).v~O~("\.~i.., ~=O"")""(27) . 
-(A+i.)t 

9tl.1'(,t) =0 9t~-4-(t) == e (28) 

Values M'f~'~/"" and DS ,r-1,V are calculated 
from formulas . (21) through (25). 

Example 
Let us consider the two-line system (11"=2). 
From (20) ·, (24) and (25) it follows that 

M 1 I [ I J "-+.A ~u .. =-Q.u.(o)= X i-Qo,,(o) :~' (29) 
and' from .(23) - (25) we receive 

D~12.= Q:l.(o) - [Q~/o)]2.:: 

::: t Q~1 (0) + ~2.. (~- G:1 lO))2. - ~ (-1- Q:" (~~1.= (30} 

= ..>..1..+ 4~ -+ 1 
A.It 

Let us compute the main term of the expansion 
of variance for a time congestion probability 
estimate (4). Substituting expressions (26), 
(29) and (30) into (11) after algebraic opera~ 
tions we obtain: 

(31) • 
)..4 "-+~A+).1. cL (2)= -

t 2 ( ~ -+ oX + "i~) 4 

5. Call congestion probability 
To obtain an estimate of call congestion 
probability in a v -line system let us con
sider the Markov chain y (t), built over the 
set of moments of call arrival and talk com
pletion and . having states 0.,1, ••• 11" with 
the following probabilities of transition: 

,-n.. - ~ 0 <: ~ ~ "'", r a L J 
r ",l.+t - ~+ i." .I +1> .-\ .... v (32) 

JO l. 1.-1 = "c.. " ) 0 ~ i. ~". • 
r I A+" 

Note that the chain y et) has more moments of 
change than the process x (t) because the 
moments of lost calls were added to moments of 
transition of the process x (t), which cor
responds to transitions from the state V- in 
the same state 1T. 

While estimating call congestion probabilities 
:Ji.:"c. (M..) the term 0<.. in ex;pression (8) 

equal to random number of lost calls,and fo 
to random number of served calls for one re-
covery period. • 

The random variable ~ coincides with the number 
of transition ~ iD, the same state V- during 
a random waiting time in this stat.e. 

From (32) it follows, that 
. 1. >.)i...,r P{ O(=:'L) :. (~-+v .A-+'lt' 

and the generating function of Ol 
00 . v 

F",,(JC.)= L. l>{oc.,,'-Jx."=.A ). 
~:O +v- :le 

(a formula of geometric progression 
used) . 
As 

sum. is 

Do(:: F ~ (~) + F ~ ( f) - [r ~ ( I) ] 2. J 

£rom(33) we find 

(33) 

(;4) 

(35) 

~L .,X 
Mot:: ~ Do<. '"' - -+ - .. (2':::') 

"V" 1t'2. 1t' ;..IV 

The random variable " can be presented as 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

'5 '11--1, u- of the f ollowing semi-Markov birth 
and death process . 

Ai. =).. i. = 0, . . . , ~'- ~; ), 'It "" 0 J t i..:::.. \.. I i... 0 I •• • ] 'l1- I 

a . Col)"" {o 1 t~1, d ' (t.)~{O ,{~O, 
1' 1.1' " 1 ~>o) -vl.~ ,., ,{-:oo . 

The f .l nction 'l.i1'(t) has a leap at the point 
t=1 (just one call has come). The. downward 
transition function qL~(i) has a leap at 
the point t=O (number of calls is zero ). 

Quantities M ~ and l)~ to be find from (21) 
through (25) by substituting (37). 

Exampie 
If v== 2 , the main term of expansion vari
ance of call congestion probability estimateis 

)...~ ,,+ 3,),"" ~/2)..2 + Yl.A'?I et (2)=-
c 2. (1 +.A + ..\~/l..y· 

6. Study of a model with nonrandom 
waiting time 

(38) 

We continue to discuss the same system, but 
change a random waiting time in the state i, 
determined by th~ exponential distribution 
function e- (-X+I..)"t- for its average value 

-1/(A+i.) , i = 0, I, •••• ) ". -1, and for the 
value -1 Iv in the state V- • Thus 

{ 

0 t.:: ~ 
'}i. Ci) = l -.>. .... ,,' 

1, -t > ;+i. . (39) 
In this case 

M ~::~ , Do<. =' o . . ( 40 ) 
The random quantity ~ coincides with 
s~-~, v- for semi-Markov process of birth 

and death t defined by parameters (27) and func
tions (39) and is derived from formulas (21) 
through (25). 
ExamVle If 'l}::>.2 , the main term in the ex
pans~on variance for the estimate of time 
condestion probability for a model with non
random waiting times 

)..5" 1+4>.+4>.2. (41) 
olt-' (1) = -z- 2. 'L/ J. 

~ -. (,., +.A) (I + >. -+.A. 2)"" 

O,i ~-----+~~--~------+-~~--r------; 

FI&.2 

Fig.2 shows the main terms of variance esti
mates for congestion probabilities by time 

c..l-t:(l.) , by calls d c (2.) and by time with 
nonrandom waiting times ~~(2) for two-line 
system (expressions (31),(38),(41) ). 

Comparing cl-t (2) with cic(2) on fig.2 one can 
see that the estimate of time congestion 
probability is more precise in a range of low 
intensities and for high intensities the op
posite is true. 
Transition to nonrandom waiting t~e~ provides 
uniformly more precise esti.mate . d.td(2) than 
d t (1) and dc (1) over all the intensity range 
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7. On the accuracy 0 f Ollson method 

According to Ollson method the process . ~ (t) 
is superimposed by a Poisson flow of observati
on moments (marks). Let us denote the intensity 
of marks flow by ~ • Statistical data are col
lected only at the moments when marks are 
appeared. This method allows to obtain non
shifted estimates of probabilities of individu
al states of the process :x: (t) . 
Ollson method have some advantages in compari
son with simulation of a continuous Markov pro
cess x (t) because it avoids simulation of 
random w~iting times in different states, but 
its negative feature is a need in simulation 
of an additional mark flow. 
In ' order to simulate a v -line system by 
Ollson method we should consider a Markov chain 
with the following probabilities of transition 

(42) 

Pi.,"-1 ~ )..+\.+~ ) (43) 

1> {appearance of a mark in the state i} = (44) 

¥ O~ ~.::v, 
.A+L .... t J 

v-
1>"., V'--1 = v+ ~ 

(45) 

l>{ appearance of a mark in the state V J = (46) 
. = .Al y . 

In estimatin a congestion probability (8) 
by Ollson method ) 1i:" ~(rn.), the term ex equals a 
number of marks, appeared in the state 1)-, p.,
a number of marks appeared over a random time 
of first transition from the state v-1 into 
the state ~, fo coincides with properly de
fined 5'1>"-1, v. 

A number oi' marks 0( coincides with a number of 
lost calls in the state ". , if ..\ - ¥ • Repeat:iIg 
formulas (33) through (36) and using formulas 
( 45) and (46) we obtain 

MO(.; 1- t)ClC.= 1-+ .c. (47) 
'\t" ' v v& 

For calculating M ~ and OV> with the formulas 
from (21) to (25) we need to know the distribu
tion of quantity 51. Its generating functiQn 
we obtain from (33) after substituting .A.+1., 
for v and 'i for X : 

.A + \. F· (Je): ( 48) '" .). .... \. .... Y-J;)C. 
Substituting e --:1 = x. in (48) we obtain an 
integral transformation of Laplace-Stieltjes 

.A+~ Q ~ (1)= (49) 
A .... i,. + '1- ~e-" . 

When substituting (49) in (21) - (ZS) we should 
bear in mind that we dropped the arrow in the 
index. 
Example 
Let us compute the estimate variance of con
gestion probability by the Ollson methods for a 
two-line system. From (47) we get 

Mo<. ... -t } {)~::: -t-+ f (50) 

and 
M ~ ~ M~ 42.::: ~ (~+).) (51) 

Thus, from (35),(49), (51) and (21)-(25) 

D~~ O~4~ = ~l ~2+ £( ~:.A Y'+ ~ (~+)..) . (52) 

Substituting (50)-(52) in (11) we find the main 
term in the expansion of estimate variance 



f.8 ,-----.-----,-----,----"7r----; 

is r---~r---~----n~---r---~ 

1.2 
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Comparing (31) with (53) we see that at y>O 
cl~(2) > clt (2) and onlY with ~~ 00 d.~(2)-+ 
Q!(2) as sbown in Fig.3. But this is acliieved 

by increasing the intensity of marks flow,which 
leads to an increase in simulation time. 

8. Load congestion probability 

Using a computer the values of main term of 
the estimate variance were calculated for load 
congestion pro:ability ~t and for load with 
nonrandom waiting times 3\:'..eci • Both the 
estimates are presented as (8), where 0<. -is 
a lost, fo - is a served load for one period. 
A lost load is equal to a random number of 
calls, arriving over a random waiting time in 
state 1T, multiplied by an average service 
time, equal 1. 

From this it follows that ex. is the same for 
both 1i;e(h'L) and 1\:"tc:L(lt\.) and as well as 
iD studying J\;c. (m) 

).2. ~ 
M Ol = ~ Do(. = ".2. -+ "... 

Computing J:> we should consider that the 
load served during a random waiting time in 
the state i, in case~ of Jet obeys to 
the distribution e. - tl t and in case 

~td.. it equals :x~t (the average 
value of this distribution ). Thereb~ for 
recurrent relations (21) through (25) in case 
of 11:.£ 

') ~ II 2. ~ 2 Qi. (0)= ~J Q.~ (0 = - J--+ l. ) Q\, (0) ~ P+ ,-)2. ' 

In case of AtcL expressions Q.JO)and Q~ (0) 
are the same, but 

Q/~ (0)= (~\l. 
t. 1+,,7 , 

The arrow in Qi index is dropped because Qi 
does not depend on the direction of leaving 
state. 

9. Final remarks on the accuracy of different 
s~ulation methods 

Fig.4 showS an example of calculations per
formed on a computer.Here five plots are 
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given together, which characterise the accu
racy of five methods of statistical simulation 
of full-available loss system in case of five 

clusions. 
lines and permit to draw the following con- • 

0, f8 r-----;--- --r------;------,-----, 

O,03r---~'f--J~--+----+----+-----""""'I 

6 9 
FIG 4 
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a) A transition from random waiting times to 
nonrandom ones always leads to an increase in 
accuracy (compare ott (5) and cltct(5") ,as well 
as cie.(S) and d.t,c:L(5) . 

o)Estimates by time, 1i::"-t; ,are more accura
te than that by calls ltc in case of a 
low intensity flow, and vice-versa in case of 
high intensity flow. 

c)The same is true for Jrt and ~t as well 
as for ~c and 3i:e, , that is with high in-
tensities the estimate by load 'Ji; e is more 
accurate than Jri and JLc • 
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